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Complete Polishing System 
• 26A-CPS -Includes Low Base Lathe (4.5” shaft height) - Retail Price: $1595.00 
• 26-CPS - Includes High-Base Lathe (6” shaft height) - Retail Price: $1620.00 

86D Splash Hood
Safety in the lab is essential.  The 86D 
Splash Hood is the definitive answer when 
polishing prosthetics or appliances.  Its 
contemporary design and features contain 
pumice and other polishing agents for a 
safer and healthier workplace

550 Porta-Vac Bench Top Dust Collector
A favorite of dental offices, the 550 Porta-Vac 
is perfect for bench top light grinding and 
polishing. Featured enhancements include 
40% more suction power, compact in line 
suction design, removable resin clean out tray, 
replaceable clear acrylic shield and reusable 
and replaceable pleated rear filter. 

AK3D Polishing Kit - For Polishing 3D Resin, Valplast, Flexite, 
Acrylic and other Nylon Denture materials.
Kit contains

• Six each of 3” Scotch-Brite™ Radial Bristle Discs from 3M• Four - A-M31 
Mandrels for right side of lathe (With 1/4” shank to fit Handler #18 Atlas Chuck)

• One 3” Soft Cotton Buff

• One Alcontura Lathe Buff

• Foredom Platinum White Polishing Compound

Red Wing Lathe - with low or high base-
1/4 HP, 1725/3450 RPM two-speed lathe with low base or high base for use 
on top of laboratory bench. Includes one 7L spindle on the left side for buffing 
wheels, and one #18 Atlas precision chuck on the right that can hold burs and 
mandrels up to 1/4” shank.

We made the selection process effortless by combining 
our premier polishing equipment into a single bundle. 
The Complete Polishing System not only delivers bundle 
savings, but ensures a professional polishing setup with all 
of the essentials.
Includes: 26A-Kit (or 26-Kit), 86D Splash Hood, 550 Porta-Vac  Dust Collector 
and AK3D Polishing Kit

The complete professional polishing setup

8% savings! -  Compared to items purchased separately


